Genetic robustness, the preservation of evolved phenotypes against genotypic mutations, is one of the central concepts in evolution. In recent years a large body of work has focused on the origins, mechanisms, and consequences of robustness in a wide range of biological systems. In particular, research on ncRNAs studied the ability of sequences to maintain folded structures against single-point mutations. In these studies, the structure is merely a reference. However, recent work revealed evidence that structure itself contributes to the genetic robustness of ncRNAs. We follow this line of thought and consider sequence-structure pairs as the unit of evolution and introduce the spectrum of inverse folding rates (IFR-spectrum) as a measurement of genetic robustness. Our analysis of the miRNA let-7 family captures key features of structure-modulated evolution and facilitates the study of robustness against multiple-point mutations.
INTRODUCTION
Genetic robustness can be characterized in terms of the variation of phenotype distribution induced by genotypic change (1, 2, 3) and concerns the insensitivity of a phenotype to genetic changes. Mutational robustness has been studied in the context of noncoding RNA (ncRNA) (4, 5) . RNA consists of a single strand of nucleotides (A,C,G,U) that can fold and bond to itself through base pairing. ncRNAs are known to function in aptamer binding as riboswitches, in chemical catalysis as ribozymes and in RNA splicing such as spliceosome (6, 7, 8, 9) . Most importantly, it is the folded structure that is underlying all these mechanisms, allowing for the interaction with and subsequent modification of other biological molecules. The self folding of RNA makes it an ideal object to study genotype-phenotype relations. The well-established energy based prediction of RNA secondary structure, a 2-dimentional coarse grain of the real three dimensional structure, makes such studies feasible (10, 11, 12, 13) .
Structures are an important determinant of the function of ncRNAs, whence the robustness of an RNA can be characterized in terms of the variation of secondary structure distribution, i.e. the stability of a secondary structure in the face of genetic sequence changes. Structural robustness of ncRNAs is considered to be a key component of the fitness of the molecule and much research has been conducted * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +01 540 231-2317; Email: duckcr@bi.vt.edu to identify the footprints of natural selection on secondary structures of sncRNAs (4, 5) . In (4), Borenstein and Ruppin define neutrality of an RNA sequence σ = a 1 a 2 ...a n by η(σ) = 1− d /n, where d denotes the average, taken over all 3n single-point mutants of σ, of the base pair distance d between the minimum free energy (MFE) structure, S 0 , of σ and the MFE structures of single-point mutants. The RNA sequence, σ, is then defined to be robust if η(σ) is greater than the average neutrality of 1000 control sequences generated by the program RNAinverse (14) , which fold into the same target structure, S 0 . The main finding of (4) is that precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNA) exhibit a significantly higher level of mutational robustness than random RNA sequences, having the same structure. Subsequently Rodrigo et al. (5) undertook a similar analysis for bacterial small RNAs. Their main finding was, that, surprisingly, bacterial sncRNAs are not significantly more robust when compared with 1000 sequences having the same structure, as computed by RNAinverse. (5) based their findings on the notion of ensemble diversity defined earlier in (15) .
In the above mentioned papers, robustness is defined by taking the average of all 3n single-point mutants, the underlining assumption being, that all 3n single-point mutations are equally likely to occur and, in addition, taking exclusively single-point mutations into account. Incorporation of multiple-point mutations poses obvious difficulties, since the number of sequences that need to be taken into consideration will grow exponentially.
The neutral theory of Motoo Kimura (16) , stipulates that evolution is achieved by neutral mutations, that is, by mutations, that are necessarily compatible with the underlying structure. This is in accordance with recent findings showing that secondary structures have a genuine influence on selection in RNA genes. In (17), Hein et al. classify stem positions into structural classes and validate that they are under different selective constraints. In (18) , the authors observe neutral evolution in Drosophila miRNA and evolution increasing the thermal dynamic stability of the RNA. (19, 20) study Human Accelerated Regions (HAR) in brains of primates, i.e. noncoding RNAs with an accelerated rate of nucleotide substitutions along the lineage between human and chimpanzee. (20) concludes that this increased rate of nucleotide substitutions is of central importance for the evolution of the human brain. The most divergent of these regions, HAR1, has been biochemically confirmed to fold into distinct RNA secondary structures in human and chimpanzee. Interestingly, the mutations in the human HAR1 sequence, compared to the chimpanzee sequence, stabilize their respective RNA structure (21) , suggesting a shape modulated evolution.
Recently, (22) proposed a framework considering RNA sequences and their RNA secondary structures simultaneously. This gives rise to an information theoretic framework for RNA sequence-structure pairs. In particular, the authors studied the "dual Boltzmann distribution", i.e. the Boltzmann distribution of sequences with respect to a fixed structure. The authors develop a Boltzmann sampler of sequences with respect to a given structure and study the "inverse folding rate" (IFR) of the sampled sequences, i.e. the proportion of the sampled sequences whose MFE structure equals to the given structure. (22) reports that natural structures have higher IFR than random structures, suggesting that natural structures have higher intrinsic robustness than random structures.
This suggests an approach to consider sequences and structures-as pairs-as the unit of evolution, instead of just sequences in isolation. In this paper, we generalize the notion of inverse folding rate (IFR) and introduce a novel profile, the IFR-spectrum, of a sequence-structure pair. By construction, this spectrum entails both sequence and structure information. The key idea is that mutations will be biased by the underlying thermodynamic energy of the respective structure, instead of being equally likely to occur.
We shall conduct a detailed study on the let-7 family miRNAs, small endogenous noncoding RNAs, that regulate the expression of protein coding genes in animals. The short, mature miRNAs (∼22 nt) originate from longer RNA precursor molecules that fold into a stem-loop hairpin structure. The secondary structure of miRNA stem-loops serves a crucial role in the miRNA gene maturation process (23) . The stem-loop structure has been under evolutionary pressures to conserve its structure. Such stabilizing pressures favor robust configurations and may have led to the evolution of robust structures. Furthermore, the let-7 miRNA family has been widely detected in metazoans, ranging from human to fruit fly (24) . These features make the let-7 gene family a particularly suitable test bed for studying the evolution of genetic robustness.
We organize our study as follows: first we shall extend the analysis of (4) to IFR-spectra and observe that most native sequence-structure pairs have a higher IFR-spectrum than sequence-structure pairs obtained by the inverse folding algorithm. We shall investigate different aspects of the robustness of IFR-spectra of native sequence-structure pairs and show that these are distinctively more robust against multiple-point mutations. Secondly, we conduct cross-species comparisons of native sequence-structure pairs, observing that higher metazoan species have higher IFR-spectra. Our analysis suggests that IFR-spectra are being increased in the course of shape-modulated evolution.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
IFR-spectrum: a sequence-structure pair profile.
In this section we introduce the technical details of our framework, starting with Borenstein and Ruppin's definition of neutrality (4) , as the average of all 3n single-point mutants. By construction, all mutations are equivalent and structure has no influence on the mutation rate. However, as suggested in (17, 18, 21) , structure genuinely affects mutation rate and mutations in turn further increase the thermal dynamic stability of the structure. We consider here mutations with respect to a fixed structure and consequently deal exclusively with compatible mutations. Furthermore, the idea of the following is to favor energetically beneficial mutations, while penalizing detrimental mutations. To adequately quantify the above, we revisit some of the basic concepts of the thermodynamic model of RNA secondary structure.
The free energy η can be considered as a result of pairing sequences and structures as follows:
where Q n 4 and S n denote the space of sequences, σ, and the space of secondary structures, S, respectively and η(σ,S) is the energy of S on σ. This mapping is computed as the sum of the energy contributions of individual base-pairs (25) . A more elaborate model (11, 26) evaluates the total free energy to be the sum of from the energies of loops involving multiple basepairs. We remark that, if a sequence, σ, is not compatible with a structure, S, then η(σ,S) = +∞. Then MFE-folding is a map from sequences to distinguished structures, i.e. the minimum free energy structures:
To incorporate the thermodynamic information into the probability of mutations, we introduce the notion of the Boltzmann distribution of k-point mutants of a sequencestructure pair. To this end, we consider the partition function of k-point mutants of a sequence-structure pair, namely, the partition function of all sequences that are at Hamming distance k to the given sequence with respect to the given structure. DEFINITION 1. Let σ be a sequence of n nucleotides and let S be its associated structure, i.e. its MFE-or native structure. Then the partition function of k-point mutants of σ with respect to S is given by:
where h is the Hamming distance, η(σ ′ ,S) is the energy of S on σ ′ , R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature.
Eq. (1) represents the "dual" of McCaskill's partition function (27) with an additional Hamming distance filtration (28) . Given this partition function, we are in position to introduce the Boltzmann distribution of k-point mutants of σ with respect to S: the probability of a specific k-point mutant σ * of σ, h(σ * ,σ) = k, with respect to S:
This expression allows us to consider Boltzmann weighted mutations, taking into account the free energy, when realizing S.
In order to quantify mutational robustness, i.e. the ability to maintain the structure, we consider all k-point mutants, that fold again into S. We call the fraction of k-point mutants, σ * , that fold into S, the inverse folding rate (IFR) of the sequence structure pair (σ,S) at k, that is, we have
IFR S σ,k thus quantifies the mutational robustness of a sequence-structure pair, (σ,S), with respect to Boltzmann weighted k-point mutations, taking into account the energy of the sequence, when assuming the structure S.
IFR S σ,1 can be viewed as a variation of Borenstein and Ruppin's definition of neutrality. Instead of a uniform distribution of all 3n single-point mutants, a Boltzmann weighted distribution for these mutants is employed. In contrast to using base pair distance as the metric on structure space, we restrict ourselves to a discrete metric.
The IFR S σ,k -spectrum of a sequence-structure pair, (σ,S), i.e. the collection of IFR S σ,k for varying k, allows us to study multiple-point mutations instead of confining the analysis to single-point mutations. In this study, we shall analyze the IFR S σ,k -spectrum of sequence-structure pairs of Hamming distances 1 ≤ k ≤ 20.
The IFR S σ,k -spectrum can be viewed as the conditional probability of the IFR in (22) , conditional to specific Hamming distances. As a result, we have:
The IFR S σ,k -spectrum via Boltzmann sampling.
Computing IFR S σ,k strictly requires folding all σ ′ that are S-compatible, such that h(σ,σ ′ ) = k. While this task is impractical for large k, IFR S σ,k can be efficiently computed by means of Boltzmann sampling. This is conducted here via the Hamming Distance Restricted Dual Sampler (HRDS) (28) , which facilitates the approximation of IFR S σ,k for any given sequence-structure pair, (σ,S), and Hamming distance, k. HDRS takes as input (σ,S) and k and outputs sequences, σ * , having Hamming distance k with probability e
We then have:
# of sequences folding into S # of sampled sequences .
In this paper, IFR S σ,k is calculated by sampling 5000 sequences and computing their MFE structures. The standard error of measuring IFR S σ,k by sampling 5000 times is ±0.0065 (derived by computing the IFR S σ,5 of aae-let-7 sequencestructure pairs 100 times). By computing the IFR S σ,k for each 1 ≤ k ≤ 20, we obtain the IFR S σ,k -spectrum of the sequencestructure pairs, (σ,S). miRNA data.
We consider 401 miRNA precursor sequences of the let-7 gene family, obtained from the miRBase database (29) . These originate from 82 different animal species. In vertebrate and urochordates multiple homologous miRNA genes are commonly observed, while single miRNA let-7 genes were more common in other animal species. We provide in the supplemental materials (SM) the numbers of the respective let-7 genes (see Table 1 in SM). The secondary structures of these sequences are derived using a MFE folding algorithm, employing the Turner energy model (26) . We compute the IFR S σ,k -spectra, for 1 ≤ k ≤ 20, for all 401 let-7 sequencestructure pairs.
RESULTS
Robustness of native let-7 sequence-structure pairs.
Borenstein and Ruppin (4) report that miRNA sequences exhibit a high level of neutrality in comparison with random sequences folding into a similar structure, suggesting that native miRNA sequence are more robust against single-point mutations. These results motivate further analysis of native and random sequences, in particular whether or not this neutrality is confined to a local neighborhood. To this end we uniformly select 50 of the 401 native sequence-structure pairs of the let-7 miRNA family (see Table 2 in the SM). For each such native pair, (σ,S), we derive 100 random sequences, σ * , whose MFE structure is identical to S, as control set. These control sequences are computed using the inverse folding algorithm presented in (22, 30, 31) . Given structure S, we compute the partition function of all sequences with respect to S. We then Boltzmann sample sequences and filter (by rejection) those sequences, that fold into S. We then compute the IFR S σ * ,k -spectra for the inverse folding solutions and compare for each native sequence-structure pair (σ,S), the IFR S σ,k -spectrum with µ(IFR S σ * ,k )-spectrum, i.e. the mean of all 100 spectra, IFR S σ * ,k , taken at each respective k. We call
We then check the native sequence-structure pairs for k-robustness and quantify the significance of k-robustness via Z-tests. In Figure 1 we depict a sequence-structure pair, that is k-robust for 1 ≤ k ≤ 20. σ,k -spectrum: the x-axis denotes the Hamming distance and the y-axis the inverse folding rate. The IFR S σ,k -spectrum of the apilet-7 (Acyrthosiphon pisum) gene (yellow) and the spectrum of means of the corresponding control set, µ(IFR S σ * ,k ) (blue). The error bar denotes the standard deviation of the control set of
In Table 1 we summarize the data on k-robustness of the 50 let-7 sequence-structure pairs included in our study. We observe that 96% of the selected let-7 miRNAs are 1-robust. This observation is consistent with (4), providing further evidence that native let-7 sequence-structure pairs are robust against single-point mutations. However, the mutational robustness of native let-7 sequence-structure pairs is not restricted to single-point mutations: for all 1 ≤ k ≤ 20, we observe that k-robustness holds for over 90% of the selected sequence-structure pairs. This suggests, that the mutational robustness of let-7 sequence-structure pairs is not a local phenomenon. Furthermore, the percentage of significantly k-robust genes increases as k increase, see Table  1 . In Figure 1 we display the IFR S σ,k -spectrum of the apilet-7 sequence-structure pair, illustrating the aforementioned phenomenon. The api-let-7 sequence-structure pair is 1-robust but not significantly 1-robust. However, for 5 ≤ k ≤ 20, the api-let-7 sequence-structure pairs is significantly k-robust.
We proceed by considering for each native sequencestructure pair (σ,S), r k , its IFR S σ,k -rank among the IFR S σ * ,kvalues, respectively. Figure 2 presents the distribution of r k , for k = 1,5,20. Examination of the rank distribution shows that native pairs exhibit a propensity towards high ranks for each k, supporting the observation of k-robustness. As k increases, the propensity towards high ranks becomes more and more pronounced. In case of k = 1, only 4 out of 50 native sequence-structure pairs have r 1 = 1. For k = 20, however, this quantity increases to 23. This is consistent with the increasing percentage of significantly k-robust genes as k increases, further demonstrating that native let-7 sequencestructure pairs exhibit mutational robustness against multiplepoint mutations.
By comparing specific native sequence-structure pairs with the respective control pairs (obtained by inverse folding), we observe native sequence-structure pairs exhibit in general higher IFR S σ,k -values. In this analysis the sequence-structure pair, (σ,S), is fixed and we contrast native pairs with pairs obtained via random inverse folded sequences.
We can augment this analysis by considering the ensemble of spectra of native pairs versus the ensemble of all inverse folded sequence-structure pairs. In that, for any fixed k, we can integrate the information of all native pairs contrasting this with the integrated information of the inverse folded pairs. Figure 3 displays these two distributions: IFR S σ,k of native pairs and µ(IFR S σ * ,k ), of the inverse folded pairs for k = 1,5,20. For each k, we not only observe that the mean of the IFR S σ,k is greater than that of the terms µ(IFR S σ * ,k ), but also that the distributions of IFR S σ,k and µ(IFR S σ * ,k ) are distinctively different. Furthermore, the difference between the two distributions for each k is statistically significant, see Table 2 , where the p value is calculated by two tailed Wilcoxon signed rank tests for paired data.
The increase of significantly k-robust native sequencestructure pairs for increasing k, as well as the tendency of native IFR S σ,k , to assume high ranks, for increasing k, suggest that k-robustness, 2 ≤ k ≤ 20, is not a byproduct of 1-robustness.
Clearly, the very notion of IFR S σ,k -spectrum raises the question to what extend k-robustness of native sequencestructure pairs, 2 ≤ k ≤ 20, is strongly correlated to 1-robustness. In other words, to what extent is robustness against multiple-point mutations induced by robustness against single-point mutations.
In order to quantify this, we conduct a systematic correlation analysis for IFR S σ,k and µ(IFR S σ * ,k ). Regarding µ(IFR S σ * ,k ) as the intrinsic k-robustness of the structure S, we The second and third columns display the mean value of IFR S σ,k and µ(IFR S σ * ,k ), respectively, for each k. p values denote the probability of observing more extreme differences between {IFR S σ,k } and {µ(IFR S σ * ,k )} at random, assuming two samples are drawn from the same distribution. The p value is calculated by two tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired data. The distribution of IFR S σ,k -ranks, r k , of the native sequence-structure pairs IFR S σ,k . The x-axis denotes ranking and the y-axis frequency, k = 1 (Left), k = 5 (Center) and k = 20 (Right). For each native sequence-structure pair, (σ,S), the IFR S σ,k is ranked among 100 IFR S σ * ,k -values, where σ * is a random sequence whose MFE structure is S. arrive at interpreting the term IFR S σ,k −µ(IFR S σ * ,k ) as adaptive k-robustness.
The intrinsic structural k-robustness µ(IFR S σ * ,k ) between different k exhibits very strong correlation. Point in case: Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between µ(IFR S σ * ,1 ) and µ(IFR S σ * ,20 ) is 0.8426, where p < 10 −13 . However, the correlation between IFR S σ,1 −µ(IFR S σ * ,1 ) and IFR S σ,k − µ(IFR S σ * ,k ), drops much faster as k increases. The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between IFR S σ,1 −µ(IFR S σ * ,1 ) and IFR S σ,20 −µ(IFR S σ * ,20 ) is 0.3693; where p = 0.0083, showing weak correlation. This indicates that there exists factors beyond 1-robustness that contribute to the k-robustness of native sequence-structure pairs.
We finally study the role of the free energy for k-robustness. (32) reports that miRNA exhibits increased thermodynamic stability and furthermore that mutations in the HAR further stabilize the structure (21) . This gives rise to the question whether increased k-robustness is a result of the increased thermodynamic stability of miRNAs.
To test this, we select a native sequence-structure pair from the miRNA let-7 family and generate two sets of sequences: Σ high and Σ low , each consisting of 30 sequences that fold into S, having higher and lower energy than the native pair, respectively. It turns out, that sequences generated by RNAinverse (14) tend to have higher energy than the native pair, while sequences generated by the dual Boltzmann sampler, filtered by rejection to fold into S, tend to have lower energy. We compute the mean and the standard deviation of the spectra of the sequences of Σ low and Σ high respectively and integrate our findings in Figure 4 . Figure 4 . Spectra of a native sequence-structure pair versus those of inverse folding solutions having lower and higher energies. We display the spectrum of the native, let-7 miRNA pair (yellow), the spectrum of the mean IFR S σ,k of inverse fold solutions having lower (red) and higher (blue) energy, respectively and their standard deviations. The x-axis denotes the Hamming distance and the y-axis the inverse folding rate. Figure 4 shows that the IFR S σ,k -spectrum of the native pair is distinctively higher than the ones derived from Σ low and Σ high . We have confirmed this result for 10 additional native sequence-structure pairs. The findings suggest that thermodynamic stability is not the sole factor, native pairs have been selected for. The mutational robustness of native pairs is not a byproduct of evolving toward thermodynamic stability.
Robustness of metazoan species.
(33) studies genetic robustness of networks of bacterial genes, observing variations among species in their level of genetic robustness, reflecting adaptations to different ecological niches and lifestyles. The genetic robustness of a network refers to its ability to buffer mutations via the existence of alternative pathways. The species-specific variations raise the question whether such variations can also be observed for the IFR S σ,k -spectra across different animal species. Are IFR S σ,k -spectra to some extent a reflection of phylogenetic relationships?
Herein, we perform an evolutionary analysis of the IFR S σ,kspectra of let-7 miRNA sequence-structure pairs across different animal species. We first perform our analysis on 6 selected taxa: Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus, Anolis carolinensis, Ciona, Drosophila, Chromadorae. There are 12, 12, 11, 11, 14 and 7 let-7 genes found in the miRBase within each taxon, respectively. For almost all 1 ≤ k ≤ 20, we observe the mean IFR S σ,k -value within each taxa to decrease from Homo sapiens to Chromadorae, see Figure 5 and Table. 3. The only exceptions are the IFR S σ,k -values of Pan paniscus, that become slightly larger than those of Homo sapiens, for 14 ≤ k ≤ 20. We observe that "higher" metazoan species, as Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus, Anolis carolinensis, Ciona, all of which being Chordata, exhibit larger IFR S σ,k -values than "lower" metazoan species, as Drosophila, Chromadorae, all of which being Ecdysozoa. In addition, the difference of IFR S σ,k -values among evolutionary closely related species, as Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus and Anolis carolinensis are small. However, comparing taxa, less related in the phylogenetic tree of life, the difference becomes significant. Statistical tests (two tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test) are conducted to quantify the statistical significance of this difference within the let-7 genes IFR S σ,k -value distribution among these six taxa, see Figure 6 , for k = 1,5,20.
The results of statistical tests at k = 1,5,20 demonstrate that IFR S σ,k -distributions of the six taxa reflect the complexity of the organisms and their phylogenetic relations. Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus and Anolis carolinensis almost always exhibit significantly higher IFR S σ,k -values than Drosophila and Chromadorae, for k = 1,5,20. On the other hand, differences among Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus and Anolis carolinensis are statistically insignificant for k = 1,5,20. However, we observe, for k = 20 insignificant differences between Homo sapiens, Pan paniscus and Anolis carolinensis with Drosophila, though the p values are very close to 0.05. A more distinguished variation is observed comparing Ciona with Drosophila. In case of k = 1, the difference is close of being significant with p = 0.0554, but for k = 20, the difference is insignificant with p = 0.5417.
We proceed by conducting the above analysis for all 401 let-7 sequence-structure pairs of the miRBase. Let-7 genes have been found in 82 metazoan species. Multiple homologous miRNA genes are commonly observed in vertebrates, while single miRNA let-7 genes were more common in other animal species. The phylogenetic tree of all 82 species is constructed using the "Interactive Tree Of Life" (iTOL) (34, 35) , based on NCBI Taxonomy (36) . In addition, iTOL determines taxonomic classes of all internal nodes. Given the phylogenetic tree, we not only compute the mean IFR S σ,kvalues of the let-7 sequence-structure pairs within each specific species, but also the mean IFR S σ,k -values within taxa, corresponding to the internal nodes of the phylogenetic tree. Figure 7 depicts a subtree of the phylogenetic tree, that includes the major taxa as well as the mean IFR S σ,k -values within each taxon, for k = 1,5,20. The complete phylogenetic tree is presented in the SM (Figure 3,4,5) .
For let-7 miRNAs, we observe that higher metazoan species typically exhibit higher IFR S σ,k -values as well as significant differences in the IFR S σ,k -distribution across taxa. For instance, IFR S σ,k -distributions of Deuterostomia and Protostomia are found to be significantly different (p = 0.00016,0.00058,0.00033 for k = 1,5,20, calculated by two tailed Wilcoxon rank sum tests).
DISCUSSION
In this paper we augment the analysis of genetic sequences by incorporating structural information. The information represented by structures is distinctively different from . Statistical significance (p value) of the difference within the let-7 genes IFR S σ,k -distribution between taxa, for k = 1 (left), k = 5 (middle) and k = 20 (right). p values denote the probability of observing a larger difference in IFR S σ,k -distribution between two corresponding taxa at random, assuming they are drawn from the same probability distribution, computed by two tailed Wilcoxon rank sum test. Differences between two taxa, that are statistically significant (p < 0.05), are highlighted and phylogenetic relations among the six taxa are displayed. that represented by sequences. Structures encode relations between pairs of loci. Such a relation can be realized in multiple ways, i.e., by the bond between loci i and j by AU, UA, GU, UG, CG and GC. In that, one can expect a meaningful enhancement of the sequence information.
Incorporating structural information, i.e. considering sequences and structures combined, provides new ways to analyze genetic material. We investigate mutational robustness of let-7 miRNA, making use of this perspective and introduce the IFR S σ,k -spectrum, a novel observable, that quantifies mutational robustness. The IFR S σ,k -spectrum depends on both: the reference sequence and structure, respectively and allows us to delocalize the study of mutational robustness beyond single-point mutations.
Our study provides evidence for direct evolution of increased robustness in let-7 miRNAs, by comparing native let-7 miRNA sequence-structure pairs with the control pairs obtained by inverse folding algorithms. It provides evidence that mutational robustness is not local, i.e. it cannot be deduced from or restricted to single-point mutations. On the contrary, robustness effects become more pronounced in higher Hamming distances: the percentage of significantly krobust, native let-7 sequence-structure pairs increases as the Hamming distance k increases. By conducting a correlation analysis between IFR S σ,k -values, we provide evidence that there exist additional factors that contribute to mutational robustness against multiple-point mutations. The spectrum itself contains information that cannot be inferred from a local analysis.
The pronounced mutational robustness of native let-7 sequence-structure pairs against multiple-point mutations might play a role in genetic robustness on a population level. The presence of native sequences in a population allows for significant sequence variation within a species while still preserving the phenotype. This would suggest that evolution is not identifying sequences that are locally robust but robust within entire regions of sequence space.
An evolutionary analysis of the IFR S σ,k -spectrum of let-7 miRNAs shows that the IFR S σ,k -spectrum resembles phylogenetic relationships. Statistical tests exhibit, that closely related species tend to have similar IFR S σ,k -spectra while distant species tend to exhibit distinct IFR S σ,k -spectra. In general, higher level animal species have larger IFR S σ,k -values than lower level animal species. The increased mutational robustness in higher level animals appears to reflect the complexity of the organisms.
The role of structure in the context of the IFR S σ,k -spectrum, differs substantially from the role of neutrality in (4): structure is not merely used to measure the effect of the mutation, but also affects how sequences mutate. This constitutes effectively a feed-back loop between sequence and structure and is arguably the driving factor enhancing the signal in native sequence-structure pairs.
We use a discrete metric for measuring the structural change induced by mutation in the definition of IFR S σ,k -spectrum, instead of the base pair distance. This metric produces stable data: the standard error of IFR S σ,k by sampling 5000 times is small, ±0.0065, compared to the difference of IFR S σ,k -spectra between native and control sequence-structure pairs and the difference of IFR S σ,k -spectra across species, respectively. This allows us to analyze efficiently mutational robustness against multiple-point mutations by Boltzmann sampling, obsoleting the need for large sample sizes.
In our analysis, we use the MFE structures, predicted by RNA minimum free-energy folding algorithm, as phenotypes. The study can be enhanced by passing from MFE structures to partition functions of structures with respect to a fixed sequence (27) . One can envision an analysis that considers the both: the dual partition function, considered here and in addition the partition function of structures.
Traditionally, the "information" of a sequence is being identified with its actual sequence of nucleotides. This perspective results in employing sequence alignments to quantify sequence similarities, the underline assumption being, that similar sequences should have close biological relevant. This however is not entirely correct. Fontana et al. (37) study the ruggedness of genotype to phenotype maps and show that similar sequences can exhibit distinctly different phenotype. Furthermore, in the context of sequence design and detection of new functional genes, sequences that fold into the same structure are considered to be equal (14, 38) . The presence of neutral networks (39, 40, 41) of RNA secondary structures, shows, that there are complimentary sequences that fold into the same structure. In other words, neither does sequence similarity necessarily imply phenotypic similarity nor does sequence dissimilarity imply phenotypic dissimilarity. This motivates to augment the sequence information by incorporating additional factors.
The analysis of IFR S σ,k -spectra represents such an augmentation: the let-7 sequences-structure pairs exhibit a distinctive difference between native and random pairs. As a result, integrating the information of sequences and structures facilitates at minimum the extension of the local analysis conducted in (4) and may as well, as a novel paradigm alone, lead to further biological insights.
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